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Abstract
The production and properties of the resonances with the strangeness S = +1 in the system
of nK
+
 were studied in the reaction npo npK+K- at the momentum of incident neutrons 
P
n
 = (5.20 ± 0.12) GeV/c. A number of peculiarities were found in the effective mass spectrum of
the mentioned above system. Their widths are comparable with the mass resolution.
The estimation of the spins of resonances was carried out and the rotational band connecting 
the resonances masses and their spins was constructed. 
1. Introduction 
The extension of a SU(3) symmetry scheme for states with the positive strangeness S = +1
has been suggested by Diakonov, Petrov, and Polyakov [1, 2]. They claimed existence of antidecuplet 
10 , which includes states that contain five quarks (uudds) . The dynamics of new resonances were 
based on the chiral soliton model.
This fact made it possible to estimate the masses, widths and quantum numbers of expected new 
states, to propose a formula of the rotational band that relates the resonance masses to their spins. 
The Ĭ resonance of mass M=1530 MeV/c2, width ī  15 MeV/c2, hypercharge Y = 2, isotopic 
spin I = 0, and spin-parity J
P
 = 1/2
+
 is on the top of the antidecuplet. 
This hypothesis is discussed in detail in many theoretical studies [3]. 
There are quite different approaches to the problem of these resonances, for example:
x composition of quarks into diquarks, which is accompanied by a rise of super-conducting layers [4]; 
x a pure quark picture, where isoscalar, isovector and isotensor states consisting of five quarks (both 
usual and strange) can arise, which greatly extends possible quantum numbers and resonance masses 
as well as the probability of resonance decays (for example, the Ĭ resonances may have the quantum 
numbers 1/2
–
, 3/2
–
, 5/2
–
) [5]. 
The properties of the particles from the predicted antidecuplet allow a direct search for effects.
These are both moderate masses and widths accessible for direct measurements.
This stimulated a number of experimental works [3] in which a resonance with
a mass of ~ 1540 MeV/c
2
 and width from 3 to 25 MeV/c
2
 was discovered in the nK
+
 or 0
s
pK  systems.
None of these works has observed the rotational band or more than one resonance state in the nK
+
system. More than one resonance state was observed only in the work by P. Aslanyan [6]
in the 0
s
pK  system. 
Also, neither spin of resonance nor its parity was determined.
And, some works declared the absence of effects in the above systems.
In present work we have attempted to study in greater detail the characteristics of effects
observed by us. 
This work is continuation of our investigation [7] of the nK
+
 - system with increased statistic. 
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2. Experiment 
The study was carried out using the data obtained in an exposure of 1-m HBC of LHE (JINR) to 
a quasimonochromatic neutron beam with 'Pn/Pn|2.5%, ':n|10-7sterad. due to the acceleration of 
deuterons by synchrophasotron of LHE. The neutron channel has been detailed in [8] 
The accuracy of momenta of secondary charged particles from the reaction npo npK+K- are: 
GP|2% for protons and GP|3% for K+ and K-. The angular accuracy was  0.5q.
The channels of the reactions were separated by the standard F2 – method taking into account 
the corresponding coupling equations [9-11]. 
There is only one coupling equation for the parameters of the reaction npo npK+K-
(energy conservation law) and the experimental F2 – distribution must be the same as the theoretical
F2 – distribution with one degree of freedom.
The experimental (histogram) and theoretical (curve) F2 distributions for the above reaction 
are shown in figure 1a. 
One can see a good agreement between them up to F2 = 3 and some difference for F2 > 3. 
Figure 1b shows the missing mass distribution for the F2  3 events. One can see that
the distribution has a maximum at the missing mass equal to the neutron mass with accuracy of 
0.1 MeV/c
2
 and is symmetric about the neutron mass. The width at the half-height is 7 MeV/c
2
.
For more purity of data a small number of events with the missing masses out of green range 
were excluded.
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Figure 1a
The experimental (histogram) and the
theoretical (curve) F2 –distributions
for the reaction nponpK+K-.
Figure 1b
The missing mass distributions
for the reaction nponpK+K-.
As a result, 3118 events were selected under the 4S geometry (the absence of
any angular selections)
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3. Effective mass distribution
Figure 2 shows the effective mass distribution of nK
+
- combinations from the reaction
npo npK+K- at Pn = (5.20 ± 0.12) GeV/c. 
The effective mass distribution of nK
+
- combinations from the reaction nponpK+K- at P
n
= (5.20 ± 0.12) GeV/c.
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Figure.2
Green line – the background curve taken in the form of Legendre polynomial of 9th degree.
Red line – the sum of the background curve and the 7 resonance curves taken in the Breight-Wigner form.
The mass distribution is approximated by an incoherent sum of the background curve taken in 
the form of a superposition of Legendre polynomials and by resonance curves taken in 
the Breight-Wigner form.
The requirements to the background curve are the following: 
¾ firstly, the errors of the coefficients must be not more than 50 % for each term of the polynomial;
¾ secondly, the polynomial must describe the experimental distribution after “deletion” of 
resonance regions with 2Ȥ = 1.0  and D = 1.41  (the parameters of F2 – distribution
with 1 degree of freedom). 
The distribution on Fig.2 is approximated by Legendre polynomial of the 9
th
 power and by seven 
resonance curves. The experimental values of the resonance masses (obtained by fitting procedure) 
are shown by arrows. The values 2Ȥ  and D  for the background curve of the distribution in Fig.2 
(with resonance regions excluded) are equal to 2Ȥ = 0.86 ± 0.24  and D = 1.28 ± 0.17 .
The contribution of the background to this distribution is 84%. The same values for the background 
curve normalized to 100% of events in the plot (with resonance regions included) are equal to 
2Ȥ = 1.55 ± 0.18  and D = 1.90 ± 0.13  (Confidence Level 0.3%).
It is valid to note that the examination of mass region |1500 MeV/c2 with small step give us 
two very narrow peaks at the masses 1498 MeV/c
2
 and 1507 MeV/c
2
 which result in the average value
of an experimental mass equal to M=1501 MeV/c
2
 for the mass distribution shown above. 
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The results of approximation are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1
2
Res Res
M ±ǻM ,MeV/c exp exp 2
Res Res
ī ±ǻī ,MeV/c S.D. V Pb
1 1501 ± 5 13 ± 8 2.6   6 ± 4 
2 1538 ± 3   9 ± 4 4.1 10 ± 4 
3 1598 ± 4 13 ± 5 4.3 11 ± 4 
4 1665 ± 4   8 ± 7 2.6   5 ± 3 
5 1705 ± 4 19 ± 6 5.8 11 ± 3 
6 1775 ± 4 29 ± 9 6.3 13 ± 4 
7 1840 ± 5 18 ± 7 5.5   7 ± 2 
The first column contains the experimental values of the resonance masses and their errors (obtained 
by fitting procedure).
The second column contains the experimental values of the total width of the resonances (obtained 
by fitting procedure).
The third column contains the statistical significances of the resonances, determined by formula:
Res. back.S.D. = N / N , where Nback – the number of background events into a resonance area. 
The fourth column contains the resonance cross-sections with their errors. For the cross section 
values and errors, we have taken into account the cross section for the reaction  at
+ -
np npʌ ʌo
cGeVPn 20.5  (  mbnpnp 28.022.6 r o SSV ) [10]. 
4. Rotation Bands
All the system of peculiarities which is observed by us can be described with two rotational
bands on dependency from the orbital momentum L: 
ML = M0 + KL(L+1), ( 1 ) 
where: L – value of orbital momentum
M0 – starting point of rotation band; 
ML – calculated value of mass.
Values of the K coefficients are fitted from the experiment.
K = 16.8 MeV/c
2 Table 2 K = 11.4 MeV/c
2 Table 3
L ML. MeV/c
2 2
exp exp
M ±ǻM ,MeV/c 2
exp exp
M ±ǻM ,MeV/cL ML, MeV/c2
0 1503 1501 ± 5 0 1433
1 1537 1538 ± 3 1 1456 bump
2 1604 1598 ± 4 2 1501 1501 ± 5 
3 1705 1705 ± 4 3 1570 bump
4 1839 1840 ± 5 4 1661 1665 ± 4 
5 1775 1775 ± 4 
Tables 2, 3 contain: 
The first column - the values of the orbital momentum;
The second column - the resonance masses, calculated by formula (1) with corresponding values of
the K coefficient; 
The third column - the experimental values of the resonance masses (see Table 1). 
Our determination of the rotation bands does not contradict to the fact that there can be placed
two very narrow resonances, which give as a result the average value of an experimental mass
equal to M=1501 MeV/c
2
.
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5. Spin Estimation 
We have tried to estimate the values of spins of the observed resonances in nK
+
- system.
To do this, we constructed the distributions of emission angles of neutrons from the resonance 
decay with respect to the direction of resonance emission in the general c.m.s. of the reaction. 
All the values are transformed to the resonance rest system (helicity coordinate system).
The backgrounds are constructed using events at the left and at the right of the corresponding 
resonance band and subtracted using the weight in proportion to a contribution of a background into 
resonance region. The result distributions (named “Cos 4” distribution) are described by a sum of 
even-power Legendre polynomial (when approximating it was essential that errors in coefficients of 
the selected Legendre polynomials should be less then 50%) with maximum power being equal to 
(2J-1), where J is a spin of the resonance (for half-integer spins) In such a manner the value of 
the lower limit of the resonance spin is estimated The authors are grateful to Dr. V. L. Lyuboshitz for 
the arrangement of the corresponding formulas.
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The Cos 4 distributions for the resonance spin estimations.
Masses under investigation and statistical significances of description of corresponding distributions
are shown near every graph. 
The figures noted as “1501L” and “1501R” show the corresponding distributions for 
the narrow peaks at the masses 1498 MeV/c
2
 and 1507 MeV/c
2
 which have been got due to inspection 
to mass region |1500 MeV/c2 with small binning and which give as a result the average value of 
an experimental mass equal to M=1501 MeV/c
2
.
6. Results
We calculate the parity of the observed resonances, using the formula: Pnk = Pn* Pk* (-1)
L
,
where L - value of orbital momentum (see Tab. 2, 3). 
The mass resolution function [see 10] grows with increasing mass as:
2
i
i=1
resī (M) = 4.2 M - m /0.1 + 2.8ª º§ ·¦¨ ¸« »© ¹¬ ¼ , where: 
M – the mass of the resonance, mi – the rest mass of the particles composing this resonance,
M and mi are in GeV/c
2
; coefficients 4.2 and 2.8 are in MeV/c
2
.
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For example, the value of the mass resolution is equal to |7 MeV/c2 for the resonance
at the mass of MRes= 1538 MeV/c
2
The true width of a resonance is obtained by formula:    2 2true expRes Res resī = ī - ī .
The results of the present work are in Table 4. 
Table 4
2
Res Res
M ±ǻM ,MeV/c true true 2
Res Res
ī ±ǻī ,MeV/c JP
1 1501 ± 5 12 ± 8 
3/2
-
1/2
-
2 1538 ± 3   5 ± 5 3/2
+
3 1598 ± 4   9 ± 5 3/2
-
4 1665 ± 4 10 ± 7 7/2
-
5 1705 ± 4 13 ± 7 5/2
+
6 1775 ± 4 23 ± 9 9/2
+
7 1840 ± 5 25 ± 9 5/2
-
The first column contains the experimental values of the resonance masses and their errors. 
The second column contains the true values of the total width of the resonances.
The third column contains the values of the spin-parity of resonances (the lower limit of spins
are presented). 
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